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The high computational cost of population based optimization methods, such as multi-
objective genetic algorithms (MOGAs), has been preventing applications of these meth-
ods to realistic engineering design problems. The main challenge is to devise methods
that can significantly reduce the number of simulation (objective/constraint functions)
calls. We present a new multi-objective design optimization approach in which the
Kriging-based metamodeling is embedded within a MOGA. The proposed approach is
called Kriging assisted MOGA, or K-MOGA. The key difference between K-MOGA and a
conventional MOGA is that in K-MOGA some of the design points are evaluated on-line
using Kriging metamodeling instead of the actual simulation model. The decision as to
whether the simulation or its Kriging metamodel should be used for evaluating a design
point is based on a simple and objective criterion. It is determined whether by using the
objective/constraint functions’ Kriging metamodels for a design point, its “domination
status” in the current generation can be changed. Seven numerical and engineering
examples with different degrees of difficulty are used to illustrate applicability of the
proposed K-MOGA. The results show that on the average K-MOGA converges to the
Pareto frontier with an approximately 50% fewer number of simulation calls compared to
a conventional MOGA. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2829879�
Introduction
A significant challenge in the applications of genetic algorithm

GA� based optimization methods to engineering design problems
as been the high computational cost due to the large number of
imulation �or function� calls required by these methods �1�. A
ommon strategy to reduce the computational effort for such op-
imization methods when integrated with simulation models is to
se metamodeling techniques. Researchers have been quite active
n developing models and methods that improve the efficiency of
he GAs in terms of the number of simulation calls �2–18�. Some
f these approaches are based on fitness approximations in which
eural network �3–5�, response surface �6�, Kriging �7�, and radial
asis function �8� methods are used for metamodeling. Others use
tness inheritance approaches �9,10� in which the fitness of an
ffspring is inherited from its parents. A comprehensive review of
tness approximation and metamodeling approaches can be found

n Ref. �16� and Refs. �17–19�, respectively.
The fitness approximation methods are of two types: off-line

nonadaptive� and on-line �adaptive�. In off-line approaches,
etamodels are developed separately and prior to the start of an

ptimization algorithm �4,6–8,20,21�. The shortcoming of the off-
ine methods is that it is difficult to obtain both a good fidelity

etamodel over the entire design space and at the same time
aintain a low number of simulation calls �18,20�. The on-line

pproaches use a combination of metamodeling with the simula-
ion model during the optimization procedure while adaptively
mproving the metamodel �2,3,5,11–14�. Most of the on-line

ethods developed so far are focused on single-objective optimi-
ation. The research on how to embed metamodeling within
ulti-objective genetic algorithms �MOGAs� remains sparse

2,3,13�.
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In on-line approaches �2,3,11–13�, in the initial stages of the
GA, rough metamodels are constructed. These metamodels are
then gradually improved as more simulation data become avail-
able. Most of this type of approaches utilize neural network,
which is known to require a large number of simulation calls �18�.
Another unresolved issue in the current adaptive methods is how
to objectively decide when to switch to the metamodel instead of
using the simulation during the optimization �11,12,16�. Usually,
the switching between the actual simulation model and the corre-
sponding metamodel is subjectively decided �13�. Moreover, the
fidelity of the metamodel may vary significantly during the opti-
mization process and this can cause oscillation �16�.

In this paper, we have attempted to address all of the above
mentioned shortcomings. More specifically, a new on-line Kriging
metamodel assisted MOGA, hereafter called K-MOGA, is pre-
sented. We use an objective criterion to determine whether a simu-
lation model or its Kriging metamodel replacement should be
used to evaluate design points. The proposed criterion is devel-
oped based on the metamodel’s predicted error, which can be
easily obtained as a by-product from Kriging. In the proposed
approach, the Kriging metamodels for objective and constraint
functions are built and adaptively improved within a MOGA. The
approach is general and requires no additional simulation calls
prior to the start of the optimization procedure to build the Krig-
ing metamodels. Our current results show that the proposed ap-
proach resolves the problem often reported in the literature, that
is, the metamodel may be of low fidelity and that it may produce
false optima �12,16�.

In Sec. 2, the terminology and background are reviewed. De-
tails of K-MOGA are presented in Sec. 3. Seven examples and
corresponding results are given in Sec. 4 to illustrate the applica-
bility of the proposed approach. Concluding remarks and some
directions for future research are presented in Sec. 5.

2 Terminology
In this section, we present the terminology and background
used throughout the paper.
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2.1 Multi-Objective Optimization. A multi-objective opti-
ization problem is given as follows:

min
x

fm�x� m = 1, . . . ,M

s.t.gj�x� � 0 j = 1, . . . ,J �1�

xlower � x � xupper

he objective fm�x� is the mth element in the vector f
�f1 , . . . , fM�T, where T refers to the transpose of the row vector.
= �x1 , . . . ,xN�T is the design variable vector. xlower and xupper are

he lower and upper bounds on x, respectively. The functions
1 , . . . ,gJ are the inequality constraints. We assume that there are
rade-offs among at least two of the M objective functions. As
uch, the optimization problem in Eq. �1� has more than one so-
ution. These solutions are optimal in a Pareto sense, and the set of
ll such solutions forms the Pareto set or Pareto frontier �1�. In
his paper, a simulation call refers to calculation of objective and
onstraint values together for a single design point.

In the context of MOGA, a point is said to be “nondominated”
f no other point in the current generation �or set of points under
onsideration� is better than that point with respect to all objec-
ives �1�. The set of all nondominated points in the current gen-
ration forms a nondominated set. The remaining points in the
urrent generation form a “dominated” set. The “domination sta-
us” of a point determines whether a point is dominated or non-
ominated. In MOGA, the set of nondominated points eventually
volves to form the Pareto frontier �or an estimate of it� when
OGA converges.

2.2 Kriging Metamodeling. For completeness, a brief de-
cription of the Kriging metamodeling is given in this section
18,19�. Kriging �18,22� has been widely used in recent years for
etamodeling of computationally expensive deterministic simula-

ions �21,23,24�. Kriging predicts the response of unobserved
oints �i.e., those whose response has not been obtained by the
imulation� based on all of the observed points �i.e., those whose
esponse has already been obtained�. The Kriging method used in
his paper is also called ordinary Kriging in the literature �18,22�
nd it is often used for predicting the simulation’s response values
t discrete input locations �or design points�, which is the situation
or the proposed approach. The reason we have used the Kriging
pproach is that the predicted error of an estimated response value
an be easily obtained as a by-product with the Kriging meta-
odel. However, the Kriging metamodeling needs to perform ma-

rix inversions for predicting the response, which can increase the
omputational expense when the dimension of the problem is high
16�.

In Kriging, a one-dimensional response value from a simulation
s globally estimated by a known polynomial and a random de-
arture from the polynomial:

y�x� = p�x� + Z�x� �2�

here y�x� is the unknown response of interest, p�x� is a known
olynomial, and Z�x� is assumed as a realization of a Gaussian
andom process with a mean of zero, variance of �2, and a non-
ero covariance �18,22�. The p�x� term provides a “global” ap-
roximation of the design space �the value of p�x� is given in Eq.
6��; the Z�x� term creates a “localized” deviation so that the Krig-
ng metamodel interpolates with respect to the no observed points.
he covariance matrix of Z�x� is given by

cov�Z�xi�,Z�x j�� = �2R R = �R�xi,x j�� �3�

here R is an no�no symmetric correlation matrix with ones
long diagonal, and R�xi ,x j�, which is the correlation function
etween any two observed points xi and x j for off-diagonal ele-

i j
ents. The correlation function R�x ,x � used in this paper is
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R�xi,x j� = exp�− �
n=1

N

�n�xn
i − xn

j �2� �4�

where �n is an unknown correlation parameter. The quantities xn
i

and xn
j are the nth components of the observed points xi and x j,

respectively. The estimate, ŷ�x* �, of the response y�x*� at an
unobserved point x* is given by

ŷ = �̂ + rT�x*�R−1�y − p�̂� �5�

where y is the column vector of length no, which contains the
values of the response at each observed point, and p is a column
vector with no components, which is filled with ones when p�x� is
constant. In Eq. �5�,

�̂ = �pTR−1p�−1pTR−1y
�6�

rT�x*� = �R�x*,x1�,R�x*,x2�, . . . ,R�x*,xno��

The estimate of variance �̂2 for Eq. �2� is given by

�̂2 = �y − p�̂�TR−1�y − p�̂�/no �7�

The mean squared error �MSE� s2 for an unobserved point x*

using this Kriging metamodel predictor is given by

s2�x*� = �̂2	1 − rTR−1r +
�1 − pTR−1r�2

pTR−1p

 �8�

Statistically, the root mean squared error �RMSE� or the stan-
dard deviation s�x*� represents the predicted deviation of the
Kriging metamodel from the actual response. In this paper, it is
assumed that the predicted deviation from the Kriging metamodel
has a conditional normal distribution with a mean that is equal to
the prediction and variance equal to the Kriging variance. This
normally distributed standard deviation s will be used in the paper
to decide on a prediction interval �e.g., one standard deviation s is
used for objective functions, see Sec. 3.2; it could be 2s or 4s, or
6s depending on the confidence requirement�. However, even if
this normal distribution assumption does not hold, it is often pos-
sible to find a transformation that makes the random process ap-
proximately normal �25�.

The maximum likelihood estimate of �n in Eq. �4� can be ob-
tained by maximizing the following expression:

max
��0

− �no ln��̂2� + ln�R��
2

�9�

Some new schemes that are used to update Kriging metamodel
parameters �n have been reported in the literature, e.g., Ref. �26�.

3 Kriging Metamodel Assisted Multiobjective Genetic
Algorithm

The basic idea behind K-MOGA is to ensure that in each gen-
eration the nondominated design points obtained using the Krig-
ing metamodels �for objective and constraint functions� remain
the same as the one obtained using the simulation. In this regard,
the RMSE �recall Eq. �8�� is used as the main component in a
criterion that ensures a nondominated set is not changed whether
the simulation model or alternatively the Kriging metamodel is
used for evaluating a design point.

For simplicity, we first describe the K-MGOA approach mainly
for handling objective functions. After that, we briefly describe
how to handle constraint functions in the approach. For complete-
ness, we begin by presenting an overview of a conventional
MOGA.

3.1 Conventional Multiobjective Genetic Algorithm. The
conventional MOGA used here is based on NSGA �1� combined
with an elitism strategy. As shown in the “MOGA” block in Fig. 1

�left dashed block�, the conventional MOGA begins with a current
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opulation of individuals �or design points� and is composed of
wo parts �see the “Next population” in Fig. 1�: elite and offspring
oints. The elite points are nondominated points that are directly
nherited from the previous generation. In this paper, a strategy
imilar to NSGA-II �1� has been used to ensure that the number of
ondominated points is not more than a prespecified percentage
e.g., 70% of the population� of the population. The remaining
oints are offspring design points that are produced by genetic
perations, such as crossover and mutation. Such a strategy en-
ures that a prespecified percentage �e.g., 30%� of individuals in
he population is generated by genetic operations. For offspring
esign points, we use a probability of 0.95 for crossover and a
robability of 0.05 for mutation. For constraints, a previously re-
orted constraint handling approach �27,28� has been used. Essen-
ially, the constraint handling method is based on a penalty func-
ion, which takes into account both the amount and the number of
iolated constraints. Moreover, using this method, the feasible so-
utions always outrank infeasible ones.

In the conventional MOGA �in this paper, the improved NSGA,
.e., NSGA �1� together with an elitism strategy�, the response
alues of the points in the initial population are calculated by a
imulation model �i.e., for objective functions�. Our conventional

OGA is different from NSGA-II with respect to the elitism strat-
gy. NSGA-II requires more computational effort since it com-
ines the offspring population with the parent population and then
ondominated sorting is used to classify the entire population. In
he MOGA used here, only nondominated points �i.e., those even-
ually converge to Pareto points� are migrated to the next genera-
ion.

3.2 Kriging Assisted Multi-Objective Genetic Algorithm.
s mentioned before, the response value from the Kriging meta-
odel has a predicted error. Using this predicted error, as long as

t is determined that the domination status of design points in the
urrent generation is not changed because of using the Kriging
etamodel, it is acceptable to use the Kriging metamodel instead

f simulation. If the domination status is changed, then the design
oints that are predicted to contribute to this change are observed
i.e., their objective function values are computed using the simu-
ation model�; otherwise, the metamodel is used to obtain the
esponse values.

We use a quantitative measure of domination as part of a crite-
ion to determine whether the predicted value from the Kriging
etamodel should be accepted. This measure is called minimum

f minimum distance �MMD�, as described next.
Minimum of Minimum Distance. In any generation, except the

ig. 1 Flowchart of MOGA „left dashed block… and proposed
ddition „right dashed block… of K-MOGA
nitial population where all individuals are observed, the Kriging

ournal of Mechanical Design
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metamodel can be used to obtain the predicted response of indi-
viduals. Based on these predicted response values, the domination
status of individuals can be determined. To do this, the current
population is partitioned into two sets: dominated and nondomi-
nated sets. Note that this partitioning is based on the Kriging
metamodel values, that is, no simulation calls are used at this
stage.

MMD is defined, in the objective space, as the minimum dis-
tance between all pairs of nondominated xnd and dominated xd
points and calculated as follows. First, divide individuals in the
current population into two sets: nondominated and dominated.
Then, compute MMD by

MMD = min��f�xnd� − f�xd��2

xnd � �nondominated set �10�

xd � �dominated set

where the norm is defined in the f space: �f1 , f2 , . . . , fM�. MMD is
then projected along each objective function axis to obtain
MMDfm, m=1, . . . ,M.

Predicted Error for Objective Functions. Recall Eq. �8� in that
the MSE of an unobserved point x* for objective function fm is
sm

2 �x*�. We define the predicted error �PE� of x* as

PEm�x*� = sm�x*�/2,m = 1, . . . ,M �11�

which gives a confidence level of one-half of a standard deviation
sm from the actual response for each objective function on each
side of a design point.

For objective functions, the criterion for the K-MOGA is de-
vised as follows:

�1� Since PEm�x*� estimates a deviation from the actual re-
sponse, the sum of PE values for the mth objective function
of any pair of nondominated point xnd and dominated point
xd, PEm�xnd�+PEm�xd�, is the possible error when calculat-
ing the distance between the two points by that objective.
In the worst case, this sum should be less than MMDfm, for
all objectives, m=1, . . . ,M; otherwise, the predicted error
of any pair of xnd and xd may change the domination status.
For instance, as shown in Fig. 2�a� �whereby both objective
functions being minimized and Point a dominates Point i�,
if PEm�a�+PEm�i��MMDfm for all m=1,2, then the domi-
nation status of Points a and i should not change. In fact,
this criterion should hold between any xnd from the non-
dominated set and any xd from the dominated set.

�2� Mathematically, PEm�xnd�+PEm�xd��MMDfm implies that
max�PEm�xnd� ,PEm�xd���MMDfm /2.

�3� In the worst case, if 2�PEm�x��MMDfm and thus sm�x�
�MMDfm is true for all m=1, . . . ,M and for design point
x, then the domination status of point x should not change
in the current population.

In short, if for any design point x the following holds:

sm�x� � MMDfm �12�

for all m=1, . . . ,M, then the predicted response values �as ob-
tained by Kriging metamodels� for x will be considered as “good”
values. For those points for which the threshold imposed by Eq.
�12� does not hold, the simulation will be used to calculate the
actual responses. In this regard, the simulation values will help to
improve the fidelity of the subsequent Kriging metamodels.

Note that there are two main reasons why a point with a “large
predicted error” must be observed. First, if the predicted error is
too large for a design point, then that point should be evaluated by
the simulation so that its domination status would not change.
Second, a point with a large predicted error implies that the Krig-
ing metamodel does not have enough sample points in its vicinity

�22�. In other words, evaluating the point by the simulation and
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hus using it as a new sample point would improve the accuracy of
he Kriging metamodel. As a by-product of our approach, our
riterion provides the Kriging metamodel with a self-improving
echanism. This is based on the fact that a point with a large error

s a potentially good choice for sampling. Note that it is possible
hat either of xnd or xd has already been evaluated by the simula-
ion in a previous generation. In that case, following Eq. �12�, it
an be easily verified that there will have to be a coefficient of 2
n the right hand side of the inequality in Eq. �12�.

Predicted Error for Constraint Functions. Each constraint func-
ion can be estimated by a Kriging metamodel as well. Here, the
riterion that is used as to whether the Kriging metamodel or
imulation should be used is even more critical than that for the
bjective functions. That is, the Kriging metamodel can be used to
etermine whether or not a design point is feasible. More pre-
isely, if by using the Kriging metamodel it is determined that the
esign point is infeasible, then the point is observed. On the other
and, if the point is determined to be feasible by the Kriging
etamodel, then the criterion in Eq. �12� has to be verified, as

iscussed in the next paragraph.
Similarly as in the objective function case, the MSE of an un-

bserved point x* for the constraint function gj is sj
2�x*�, whereby

j�x*� estimates the deviation of the constraint’s value from a
ean for a presumed normal distribution �recall Sec. 2�. Since it is

ritical that the Kriging metamodel provides a good estimate of
he feasibility of a design point �i.e., an infeasible point should not
e incorrectly predicted as a feasible one�, we increase the confi-
ence level to two times the standard deviation from each side of
he mean. That is, the quantity 2�sj�x*� provides a 97.7% pre-
iction accuracy for the Kriging metamodel along the positive �or
ncreasing� direction of a constraint for a design point.

On the other hand, the absolute value of ĝj�x� provides a cush-
on for the predicted error along gj dimension, as shown in Fig.

*

ig. 2 Predicted errors in „a… objective space and „b… con-
traint space
�b�. If this absolute value is greater than 2�sj�x �, then the

31401-4 / Vol. 130, MARCH 2008
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predicted constraint value has a very little chance �i.e., less than
3%� to change feasibility of the design x*. Thus, if for any design
point x the following criterion holds:

2 � sj�x� + ĝj�x� � 0 �13�

for all j=1, . . .J, then the predicted constraint value ĝj�x�j
=1, . . . ,J of that design x will be considered to be acceptable. We
only check Eq. �13� for the predicted feasible designs �i.e., with
ĝj�x��0 j=1, . . . ,J�. If a design point is predicted to be infea-
sible, it is observed by the simulation. Note that although we used
a higher confidence level in the constraint case compared to the
objective case so that infeasible points are correctly predicted to
be infeasible, the determination as to whether one or multiple
standard deviations sj to be used is not all that critical. We have
observed that by using a different setting, e.g., one or three times
instead of two times sj as in Eq. �13�, the performance of
K-MOGA does not change significantly in terms of the number of
simulation calls.

Proposed Kriging Metamodel Assisted Multi-Objective Genetic
Algorithm. We combine Eq. �12� with Eq. �13�, as shown in Eq.
�14�:

sm�x� � MMDfm m = 1, . . . ,M
�14�

2 � sj�x� + ĝj�x� � 0 j = 1, . . . ,J

The designs in the current population can be divided into two
groups. In the first group that satisfies Eq. �14�, the predicted
responses will not change the domination status of the designs and
also these designs are predicted to be feasible and therefore their
predicted response values can be accepted. For the designs in this
first group, no simulation is required. Designs in the second group
do not satisfy Eq. �14�. As such, the designs in this second group
are calculated by the simulation to obtain their objective/
constraint values, as shown in the “Kriging assist fitness evalua-
tion” block in Fig. 1.

In K-MOGA, the responses from all points in the initial popu-
lation are calculated by the simulation in order to build the initial
Kriging metamodels, i.e., a Kriging metamodel is constructed for
each objective/constraint function. Since the initial points may be
far away from the Pareto frontier or they may not sample the
design space well, the initial Kriging metamodels may not be
sufficiently accurate. However, these Kriging metamodels are
adaptively improved as the algorithm evolves. During the early
generations of the K-MOGA, the percentage of design points for
which the Kriging metamodels are used is small �e.g., for the
initial population, this percentage is zero�. However, as more ob-
served points are added to the Kriging metamodel, the predicted
error of the unobserved points is going to gradually improve and
the percentage of the points for which Kriging metamodels are
used is going to increase as the subsequent generations are
evolved. Note that, according to the criteria in Eq. �14�, points
with a large predicted error or points that are predicted infeasible
are required to be observed and used as sample points to improve
the Kriging metamodels. Thus, to some extent, the general con-
cern in using a Kriging metamodel that it should have high fidelity
during the entire optimization algorithm and particularly during
the initial stages can be avoided. Based on our observation, in
K-MOGA, eventually the Kriging metamodels can achieve high
fidelity and when that happens no more simulations are required
as K-MOGA gets close to the Pareto frontier.

Figure 1 shows the complete K-MOGA procedure, including
the Kriging assist fitness evaluation block, for a single generation.
Note that although the dominated points, which have been ob-
served, might be removed from the population during the evolu-
tionary process, they will not be removed from the sample set of
the Kriging metamodel. In other words, all observed points will be
used for the Kriging metamodel and the size of the sample set is

monotonically increasing.
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3.3 Stopping Criteria. Since a comparison of the perfor-
ance of the conventional MOGA and K-MOGA is important,

ppropriate and consistent stopping criteria for MOGA and
-MOGA should be determined. The following two stopping cri-

eria are used and both have to be satisfied.

�1� When the number of nondominated points is more than
some prespecified percentage of the population size �e.g.,
80% for the examples in this paper� and when it becomes
steady �e.g., the number of nondominated points is more
than “0.8�population size” for five generations for the ex-
amples in this paper�, it is concluded that the algorithm has
converged to the Pareto frontier.

�2� When the iteration history, i.e., the curve representing the
number of simulation calls versus the number of genera-
tions becomes flat, it can be concluded that the algorithm
has been converged.

One may also employ other criteria or metrics for quality as-
essment of the Pareto frontier �29� as additional stopping criteria.
e applied two quality metrics proposed previously in the litera-

ure �29� to compare the performance of the conventional MOGA
nd K-MOGA in terms of convergence and diversity of solutions,
s discussed in Sec. 4.5.

3.4 Kriging Metamodel Assisted Genetic Algorithm Steps.
he steps for K-MOGA are as follows:
Step 1. Initialize. Start with generating an initial population.

imulation models are called to calculate the responses �i.e.,
bjective/constraint functions� for individuals in the initial popu-
ation and these are added to a sample set to build the initial
riging metamodels, one for each objective/constraint function.
he nondominated �or elite� points in the initial population are

dentified and migrated into the next generation. The remaining
or dominated� points for the next generation are generated by the
A operations.
Step 2. The algorithm evolves into the next generation.
Step 3. Apply the current Kriging metamodels to predict re-

ponse values for the current population. By way of Eq. �14�, the
ndividuals in the current generation are partitioned into two parts
s follows: �i� Calculate the response values �from objective/
onstraint functions� and RMSE �recall Eq. �8�� for each design
oint in the current generation using the Kriging metamodel. �ii�
dentify the nondominated and dominated points and calculate

MD. �iii� Apply Eq. �14� to each individual. Individuals whose
redicted response values satisfy Eq. �14� will be considered as
ood: The simulation model for these points is not used rather
heir metamodel is used. For the individuals that do not satisfy Eq.
14�, the simulation model is used to calculate their responses.

Step 4. Calculate the fitness value of each point. Nondominated
orting algorithm �1� is used to calculate the fitness of each point.

Step 5. Identify nondominated points and update the Kriging
etamodels. Nondominated points in the current population are

dentified. Points �dominated or nondominated� whose response
alues are calculated by the simulation are added to the sample set
o update the Kriging metamodels.

Step 6. Check the stopping criteria. Check the stopping criteria
escribed in Sec. 3.3. If both stopping criteria are satisfied, stop
he algorithm; otherwise, continue.

Step 7. Form the next population. The next population includes
wo parts: elite and offspring points. Go to Step 2.

Examples and Discussion
In this section, we use seven numerical and engineering ex-

mples with different degrees of difficulty to illustrate the appli-
ability of the proposed K-MOGA. As a typical example of our
esults, we use the first example, a simplified version of ZDT2 �1�,
o present a detailed comparison of the conventional MOGA and
-MOGA including the verification via �i� quality metrics, �ii�

MD, and �iii� the predicted error. Due to the space limitation,
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we do not show the detailed verification for the other test ex-
amples which produced similar results. We also present the results
for a real-world engineering example �30,31�. Finally, comparison
results for the remaining five examples selected from the literature
�1,20� are presented. In order to compare the conventional MOGA
and our proposed K-MOGA, the same initial population size of 30
individuals is used for all experiments. Also MOGA and
K-MOGA were run for 30 times each to account for randomness
in these methods. The values of other genetic parameters are se-
lected according to the description in Sec. 3.1. The same settings
are used for all examples. For simplicity, the conventional MOGA
is referred as “MOGA” hereafter.

4.1 ZDT2 Example. We applied the MOGA, which was de-
scribed in Sec. 3.1, and K-MOGA to a simplified ZDT2 �1� prob-
lem. This example has two-objective functions, no constraint, and
three variables:

min f1�x� = x1

f2�x� = g�x� � h�x�

where

g�x� = 1 +
9

n − 1�
i=2

n

xi

h�x� = 1 − �f1�x�/g�x��2

�15�
n = 3

0 � xi � 1 i = 1, . . . ,n

The true Pareto optimal solutions for this problem �1� are x1
being any point within the range �0,1�, x2=0, and x3=0, with the
true Pareto frontier as shown in Eq. �16�.

f2 = 1 − f1
2

�16�
0 � f1 � 1

The Pareto frontier is nonconvex, as shown in Fig. 3. For this
example, two separate Kriging metamodels for the two objectives
are built in K-MOGA and adaptively improved to predict the re-
sponse for the objective functions.

Figure 3 shows a typical set of Pareto optimal solutions as
obtained from one of the 30 runs of MOGA and K-MOGA. The
results from K-MOGA are in good agreement with MOGA and
the true Pareto frontier. Figure 4 shows the number of simulation
call for 30 different runs. As shown in Fig. 4, a MOGA run with
the least number of simulation calls �i.e., 231 in run 15� requires
more simulation calls than a K-MOGA run with the maximum
number of simulation calls �i.e., 197�. The mean value and stan-
dard deviation �STD� for all 30 runs for both the MOGA and

Fig. 3 Pareto solutions for the ZDT2 example
K-MOGA are shown in Table 3. The results for the ZDT2 ex-
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mple show that on the average the number of simulation calls has
een reduced by more than 60% using the proposed K-MOGA
ompared to MOGA.

4.1.1 Verification by Quality Metrics. In order to evaluate the
uality of convergence and diversity of solutions for the proposed
-MOGA and compare the results with MOGA, two quality met-

ics proposed in the literature �29�, i.e., the hyperarea difference
HD� and overall spread �OS� metrics, are calculated and obtained

ig. 4 No. of simulation calls versus run number for the ZDT2
xample

Fig. 5 Quality metrics „a… HD and „b… OS

Table 1 Quality metrics for MOGA

MOGA

30 runs Mean ST

HD �0.90–0.64� 0.75 0.0
OS �0.42–1.40� 0.66 0.2
31401-6 / Vol. 130, MARCH 2008
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for the ZDT2 example.
Figure 5 shows the geometrical interpretation of these two met-

rics in a two-objective space. Let us assume P= �a ,b ,c ,d be the
current nondominated set in the objective space and pbad and pgood
are the good and bad points, respectively. The quantity HD, shown
as the shaded area in Fig. 5�a�, is defined as the difference be-
tween the area �hyperarea �HA� or volume if there are three or
more objectives� bounded by pbad and pgood and the area bounded
by pbad and the set P:

HD�P� = HA�pbad,pgood� − HA�pbad,a,b,c,d� �17�

The quantity OS, shown in Fig. 5�b�, is defined as the ratio be-
tween the area bounded by the two extreme points in P and the
area bounded by pbad and pgood:

OS =
HA�extremes�P��

HA�pbad,pgood�
�18�

The quantities HD and OS serve as the quality metrics of con-
vergence and diversity, respectively, for the obtained Pareto
frontier.

In the ZDT2 example, we set pbad= �1,1� and pgood= �0,0� as
their objective function values, and HD�true�, for true Pareto fron-
tier shown in Eq. �16�, is 2 /3 and OS�true� is 1. We calculate the
HD and OS values for the MOGA and K-MOGA from the 30
runs, as shown in Table 1. From Table 1, it can be seen that the
convergence and diversity of the obtained Pareto frontiers from
the MOGA and K-MOGA are comparable.

4.1.2 Verification by MMDf. As a further verification of the
proposed approach, in Fig. 6, we compare MMDfm based on both
simulation and Kriging metamodels for the ZDT2 example. Ac-
cording to our experiments, the estimated MMDfm as obtained
from the combined Kriging metamodels and simulations is less
than or equal to MMDfm from the simulation for most genera-
tions. Moreover, this is especially the case at the later generations
of K-MOGA. From these results, we can conclude that MMDfm
from Kriging provides a good estimate of the actual MMDfm.

4.1.3 Verification by Predicted Error. For verification as to
whether the predicted error sm�x� is a valid estimation of deviation
in Eqs. �12� and �13�, we have obtained the error, which is the
absolute value of the difference between the actual and predicted
values of f �for both f1 and f2 in this case� for each design point
in a typical generation �e.g., the tenth generation in Fig. 7 for the
ZDT2 problem�. The term “Real error,” as shown in Fig. 7, is for
the deviation from the predicted value �from Kriging metamodel�
to the actual value �from simulation�. The “Predicted error” term
is equal to 0.5�sm�x� and calculated from the Kriging metamodel
as in Eq. �11�. As shown in Fig. 7, for most design points �i.e., 25
out of 30 designs� in the tenth generation, the real error is less
than the predicted error, which means that sm�x� is a valid estima-
tion of the STD.

Similar results were observed for the errors in the constraint
estimation, and for other generations and test problems.

4.2 Cabinet Example. The optimization of a fully enclosed
vertical cabinet containing ten individual blade server racks is
selected as the engineering test example. The simulation model
for this example was developed by Rolander et al. �30�. This
model has two isoflux blocks that act as flow obstructions, repre-

d K-MOGA for the ZDT2 example

K-MOGA

30 runs Mean STD

�0.50–0.95� 0.72 0.097
�0.31–1.91� 0.69 0.331
an
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enting a dual processor blade server. Both blocks have a constant
eat generation rate Q, which is dissipated through convection to
he air flowing through the server. The cabinet is divided into
hree sections: a, b, and c, corresponding to the lower two, middle
hree, and upper five servers. The quantities Qa, Qb, and Qc denote
he heat generation of servers in each respective cabinet section.
n each section, all blocks have the same constant heat generation
ate Q. Air flow with an inlet velocity is used to cool the cabinet.

two-dimensional heat transfer simulation model has already
een built for this problem and reported in the literature �30,31�.

In this thermal optimization model, inlet air velocity Vin and
eat generation Qa, Qb, and Qc are considered as design variables.
he output of the simulation model is a ten-element vector of

emperatures, each for one server. The design objectives are to �1�
inimize f1, the maximum server temperatures, and �2� maximize

f2, the sum of total heat generations. The optimization problem is
efined as

Min
Vin,Qa,b,c

f1 = max�Tj� j = 1, . . . ,10

Max
Vin,Qa,b,c

f2 = 2Qa + 3Qb + 5Qc

s.t. max�Tj�/85 − 1 � 0 j = 1, . . . ,10 �19�

0.2 � Vin � 2

2 � Qa,b,c � 200

The optimization results for this cabinet problem are shown in
ig. 8 and Table 3. Again, it is observed that the number of simu-

ation calls used in K-MOGA is significantly fewer than MOGA,

ig. 6 „a… MMDf1 and „b… MMDf2 based on simulation and Krig-
ng metamodel
hile the results, as shown in Fig. 8, are comparable.
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4.3 Additional Numerical Examples. In this section, five ad-
ditional examples, ZDT1, ZDT3, GearTrain and OSY from �1�,
and TEST4 from �20�, are presented to demonstrate further appli-
cability of K-MOGA. These five test problems have different de-
grees of difficulty and characteristics. For instance, the Pareto
frontiers for ZDT3 and TEST4 are disconnected. The GearTrain
test example has integer design variables. The formulations of
these test examples are listed in Table 2 with the comparison
results as obtained from K-MOGA, MOGA, and the true Pareto
frontier when the closed form solution is available.

The performance of MOGA and K-MOGA for all examples in
terms of simulation calls are presented in Table 3. As shown in
that table, on the average, K-MOGA can save over 50% in terms

Fig. 7 Real error and predicted error for „a… f1 and „b… f2 for the
ZDT2 example in the tenth generation

Fig. 8 Pareto solutions for cabinet problem using MOGA and

proposed K-MOGA
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Table 2 Formulation and solutions for additional numerical examples
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f the number of simulation calls when compared to MOGA. For
ost of the test examples, STDs in K-MOGA are also less than

hose in MOGA. Based on the results in Table 2, K-MOGA is
xpected to be applicable to problems with convex, nonconvex,
nd even those with disconnected Pareto frontier.

Summary
A new multi-objective design optimization approach called

-MOGA is presented in this paper. In the proposed approach, the
riging metamodeling is embedded within a conventional
OGA. Compared to the conventional MOGA, K-MOGA re-

uces the number of simulation calls by evaluating some individu-
ls in the population by Kriging metamodels instead of the simu-
ation. We have introduced the concept of the MMD and derived
ts relation with the predicted error that is easily obtained from
riging. This criterion is used to identify those individuals in the
opulation that can be evaluated using Kriging metamodels. The
dentified individuals are those that do not change the estimated
omination status in the objective space and do not change the
stimated feasibility for the current generation. For other individu-
ls in the generation, the responses are obtained from the simula-
ion and used to adaptively update the next generation Kriging

etamodels so that more individuals can be evaluated by the up-
ated Kriging metamodels and thus an additional number of simu-
ation calls can be saved in subsequent generations.

In K-MOGA, the general concern that the metamodel may be
f low fidelity and that it may even produce false optima can be
voided. The proposed criterion is objective rather than subjective
nd can be applied to other population-based optimization meth-
ds using a different type of metamodels if the measure for pre-
icted error is available. The main advantage of using on-line
riging is that the predicted error of the estimated response can be
btained without much extra computational effort.

Seven examples of both numerical and engineering types and
ith different degrees of difficulty are used to demonstrate the

pplicability of the proposed K-MOGA. The results show that
-MOGA is able to achieve comparable convergence and diver-

ity of the Pareto frontier as to that obtained from a conventional
OGA while at the same time significantly reduce the number of

imulation calls.
One of the advantages of adaptive approaches is that those

oints migrated from previous generations with incorrectly esti-
ated Kriging variance are most likely to be removed from the

opulation by a more accurate Kriging metamodel. Therefore, the
ide effect of such migrated points can be diminished when the
riging metamodels are updated adaptively in consecutive gen-

rations. In essence, the proposed K-MOGA has a self-correcting
echanism in terms of identifying “good” points for Kriging
etamodeling.
Finally, it should be noticed that the relation between Kriging’s

redicted error and MMD for the objective functions, and also for
he constraints, is devised based on a worst case scenario and thus

Table 3 Comparison of MOGA

Example Pop-size

Persent average
reduction in No. of

simulation calls 30

ZDT1 30 57% �293
ZDT2 30 63% �231
ZDT3 30 50% �340
TEST4 20 60% �248
OSY 50 50% �1455

Gear train 30 50% �347
Cabinet 30 42% �810
he proposed criterion can be considered to be conservative. Also,
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the sample set used in Kriging metamodel can affect the accuracy
of the metamodel �currently, they are generated by GA opera-
tions�. By devising a less conservative criterion and an improved
sampling strategy for Kriging, it should be possible to further
improve the efficiency of K-MOGA in terms of the number of
simulation calls. These aspects will be further investigated as part
of our future research.
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